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1847 CE
The earliest reported card catalog in
the US begins at Harvard; opens to
public use in 1861

1550 CE
The Act of 1550 is enacted in
England, causingthe destruction
and dispersal of the monastic
libraries

1850 CE
The modern English public library is deﬁned by
the Public Libraries Act of July 30, making
possible libraries with unrestricted access,
supported by ﬁxed taxes and appropriations

1602 CE
Bodleian Library opens in Oxford,
England

1320 CE
Chains are used
to secure books
and prevent theft
in England

1638 CE
Harvard University
establishes the ﬁrst
academic library in the
colonies

1948 CE
ALA adopts the Library
Bill of Rights

1800 CE
Library of Congress
formally established in
the US

1995 CE
The Internet Public Library premiers
on the World Wide Web

1963 CE
Stanford Research Institute (CA)
demonstrates the ﬁrst online
bibliographic search system
1961 CE
The Advanced Research Projects
Agency Network (ARPANET), the
Pentagon's precursor to the
internet, is created

1887 CE
The ﬁrst US library school,
the School of Library
Economy, opens at
Columbia University

1970 CE
ALA develops its Policy on
Conﬁdentiality of Library Records in
response to IRS requests at several
libraries to examine circulation
records to determine the names of
persons reading material about
explosives and guerilla warfare

1938 CE
ALA adopts a code of
ethics for librarians

1524 CE
Martin Luther urges municipal
authorities to fund “book
houses” where the public can
access and read books

1987 CE
The Federal Bureau of
Investigation institutes its
“Library Awareness
Program,” which asked
librarians to report library
use by patrons “hostile to
the US”

1992 CE
The World Wide Web was born at
2:56 PM on August 6; for this
Tim Berners-Lee developed
HTML, URLs, HTTP protocol, and
Mosaic (the ﬁrst web browser)

1979 CE
The Dallas Public Library is
the ﬁrst large public library
to introduce an online
catalog

1995 CE
GPO announces that its online service is
now available to all users free of charge;
includes access to electronic versions of
the Congressional Record, the Federal
Register, and other congressional
publications

2016 CE
After 70 years, the Canadian
Library Association votes to
dissolve; transition to a
federated model of library
associations begains

2017 CE
The US presidential budget
outlines the elimination of
the Institute for Musueum
and Library Services

2021 CE
The US Institute for
Museum and Library
Services is dissolved

1996 CE
The Museum and Library Services Act of
1996 is passed; this legislation moves
library responsibilities out of the
Department of Education and created the
Institute of Museum and Library Services
(IMLS); ﬁrst grants administered in 1998

To create a provocative illustrated timeline of one possible long-term future for libraries, this poster draws on scientic projections of the far future.
In infographic form, these collected predictions inspire a symmetrical pattern from the creation of the universe (the “Big Bang”) to its eventual heat death.
The library timeline illustrated on this poster follows a similar symmetrical projection, tracing the existing history of libraries,
then mirroring those developments as the timeline extends forward into the future.
While this approach may seem negative or cynical, remember that it is not an actual prediction,
but a method to challenge library workers and users to think in new ways, adopt alternate points of view, and critique the status quo.
2053 CE
The age of online reference
services has completely
progressed beyond full text
reference sources to “big data”
about those sources

2071 CE
The ﬁrst brain-computer interface
appears on the consumer market

2086 CE
ALA is prosecuted for the
deviation of its Library
Bill of Rights from US law

2064 CE
ALA’s Policy on Conﬁdentiality of
Library Records is challenged in the
US Supreme Court

2096 CE
ALA adopts a code of
safety and protection for
librarians

2073 CE
The internet is only
accessible immersively

2058 CE
A National Citizens
Emergency Committee to
Save Our Public Libraries was
formed to “plead for more
federal aid to public libraries”

1973 CE
Sweden is the ﬁrst country to
pass a national data
protection law

2158 CE
With so few libraries remianing in
the US, the American Library
Association votes to disband

2484 CE
Small groups of people begin
collecting what they can of remaining
books and other information
resources and hiding them

2147 CE
The last remaining US
library school closes
2224 CE
Rejection of a property tax
closes the last remaining
taxpayer-supported public
library in the US

2141 CE
Artiﬁcial intelligence becomes
indistinguishable from human intelligence;
AI replaces all reference interactions
formerly conducted by humans

2336 CE
The last remaining “free public”
library in the US closes

2732 CE
Bodleian Library closes

2396 CE
Harvard University closes
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1595 CE
Bibliothèque Nationale
founded in France

1981 CE
The age of online reference
services progressed beyond
bibliographic databases and
entered a new phase
characterized by online
availability of standard ready
reference sources

1971 CE
Project Gutenberg originates,
posting free digital text to the
"internet," originating the e-book
movement

1976 CE
A National Citizens
Emergency Committee
to Save Our Public
Libraries was formed to
“plead for more federal
aid to public libraries”

1924 CE
ALA establishes an
accrediting agency for US
library schools

180 CE
Earliest reported
Christian library in
Alexandria, Egypt

The future of libraries is a popular topic that inspires predictions and discussions based on various approaches, from trend forecasting to futures studies.
This poster takes a new approach, that of critical design—the creation of provocative objects that encourage people to shift perspectives and think in new
ways.
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1865 CE
The earliest reported
Western course of library
instruction is inaugurated
at the University of Naples

1810 CE
Earliest report of
municipal funds being
voted in the US to aid a
library occurs in
Salisbury, CT

1450 CE
Vatican Library founded

1930 CE
Federal aid to libraries is granted
under a WPA program

1948 CE
ALA ceases accreditation of
library school programs until
further studies are made

1876 CE
The American Library
Association is founded
and holds its ﬁrst
conference

1698 CE
First “free public” library in
the colonies opens in
Charleston, SC
1731 CE
The ﬁrst recognized subscription
library in the US, the Library
Company of Philadelphia, is
founded; Louis Timothee is
recorded as the ﬁrst paid librarian
for a public library

1878 CE
The Trustees of the Public Library
of the City of Boston are given
full powers over library and
property, setting a precedent for
US public libraries

1893 CE
A US government survey on libraries
includes a reference to “personal
assistance,” the earliest known American
documentation of the concept of library
reference service

1990 CE
The Library of Congress
begins its American
Memory Project

1971 CE
The MARC format structure
becomes an ofﬁcial standard
1960 CE
The Zentralarchiv, the ﬁrst
European data archive, is
established in Cologne,
West Germany

1982 CE
First Banned Books Week
held in the US under the
heading "Celebrating the
Freedom to Read”

1967 CE
The Ohio College Library
Center (OCLC) is founded

1965 CE
The Library of Congress begins
investigating the possibility of automating
library practices and issuing catalog
information on magnetic tape, the
beginnings of Machine Readable
Cataloging (MARC)
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1982 CE
The Reaganomics shift of ﬁnancial
responsibilities to state governments made
libraries even more dependent on their
local state resources and monies;
President Reagan's proposed budget
abolished federal library programs of the
Higher Education Act and the Library
Services and Construction Act; Congress
keeps the programs alive

1997 CE
A rash of challenges to unexpurgated internet
service at public libraries sweeps the nation,
resulting in the installation of ﬁltering
software in several libraries and pledges from
others to monitor patrons’ web access

2439 CE
Bibliothèque Nationale
closes

1999 CE
The Digital Millennium
Copyright Act is passed

1999 CE
Google premiers

1966 CE
The Freedom of Information Act
of 1966 (PL 89-487) is signed
into law in the US

2061 CE
The US is the ﬁrst country to
pass a national open data law,
eliminating data privacy

2015 CE
The US Federal Communications
Commission (FCC) rules in favor
of net neutrality by reclassifying
broadband access as a
telecommunications service

1981 CE
IBM introduces its long
awaited version of the
personal computer

1956 CE
Congress passes the Library
Services Act promoting the
development of public libraries
in rural areas through federal
funding

1951 CE
New standards for accrediting US
library schools are adopted by the
ALA Council; the master’s degree
becomes the standard education
for librarianship

20 00

2015 CE
After 20 years, the
Internet Public Library
ceases operations

2000 CE
The 1998 Children's Online
Privacy Protection Act (PL No.
105-277) takes effect,
requiring libraries and schools
that receive federal funds for
internet access to install
ﬁltering software

1997 CE
After 94 years, the
Library of Congress
ceases distribution of
catalog cards

1997 CE
The FCC votes unanimously
to implement discounted
telecommunications
services to the nation’s
libraries and schools

2044 CE
Due to funding cuts, the
Library of Congress ceases
support for its American
Memory Project

2063 CE
BIBFRAME ofﬁcially
replaces MARC as the
international standard for
bibliographic data

2083 CE
Due to increasing pressure from
lack of job opportunities,
educational debt, and competition
from other sectors, ALA revisits
accreditation standards and
decides to no longer mandate the
master’s level degree for
librarianship

2174 CE
The US Government Printing
Ofﬁce (GPO) is eliminated

2078 CE
Congress passes a law barring
libraries and library services
from receiving any federal
support

2234 CE
Library of Congress
ceases operations

2714 CE
Books are so rare that the few
remaining ones are kept under
tight security

3850 CE
Last known
Western library
ends

2584 CE
Vatican Library burns down

2303 CE
Libraries increasingly rely on
subcription models for
sustenance--only those who can
afford services can partake

2184 CE
The British government eliminates
funding for public libraries

2011 CE
Fayetteville (NY) Free Library
debuts the ﬁrst library
makerspace in the US

2052 CE
The act of celebrating
Banned Books Week is
banned; books are
increasingly “curated” for
“appropriate” content

2052 CE
Without support and funding from the
federal government, state governments
become increasingly unable to support
public libraries; begin seeking other
funding models

2067 CE
No longer the main source for
bibliographic data, OCLC
suffers ﬁnancially, begins cuts
that eventually lead to ceasing
business
2068 CE
The US Freedom of
Information Act of 1966 is
overturned by Congress

2086 CE
Due to the dwindling number
of schools, ALA ceases
accreditation of library
school programs

2169 CE
The last reported Western
course of library
instruction is taught
2137 CE
The copyright ofﬁce at the
US Library of Congress is
dissolved
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The idea of critical design was articulated by Anthony Dunne & Fiona Raby
The Timeline of the Far Future infographic used as inspiration was created by the BBC
Historical information was taken from
Josephine Smith’s A Chronology of Librarianship (1968);
Jeffrey Wilhite’s A Chronology of Librarianship: 1960-2000 (2009);
Fred Lerner’s The Story of Libraries, 2nd ed. (2009)
and various contemporary news sources.
Special thanks to Young-In Kim for her assistance compiling and organizing the historical data.

